GHOST BROS
MIMI BENFIELD
Intro with montage of ghostly images & the stars of the show
exploring old haunted houses while hard rock plays during
Tad's V.O. & ends with a singer shouting.
TAD BALLZ (V.O.)
My name is Tad Ballz. I'm joined with
my best bros, Todd Diesel & Bo Broski
to find out whether or not ghosts
exist. We travel to the world's most
haunted locations, using top of the
line "Spectology" to communicate with
spirits. Tonight's special episode of
GHOST BROS will be live, raw, & uncut
for our loyal viewers!
SINGER
GHOST BROS! GHOST BROS! YEAAAHHH!!!
EXT. DECREPIT BROTHEL - NIGHT
Cast stands in front of brothel organizing their gear as Tad
begins talking to the camera.
TAD BALLZ
Tonight we're at the infamous Brodello
Brothel! It's always been a dream of
mine to explore this particular
location-BO BROSKI
Pssh! You wanna explore more than the
location!
Bo & Todd high five & giggle.
TODD DIESEL
Riiight!?! Tad wants to achieve
multiple ectoplasms with a ghost
hooker!
TAD BALLZ
Guys! What the hell? We're live!
BOTH BO & TODD
Sorry.

2.
TAD BALLZ
As I was saying. We're outside of the
Brodello Brothel where many harlots &
hustlers met their unfortunate ends.
BO BROSKI
(under his breath) Unfortunate ends.
Hehe. Butts.
Tad rolls his eyes & continues.
TAD BALLZ
We're excited to debut the newest
invention in "Spectology," our
"Spectral Bro-caster" which will allow
the spirits to communicate with us in
a way that has never been possible
until now. Now, let's go in & explore!
SINGER
GHOST BROS! GHOST BROS! YEAAAHHH!
INT. BROTHEL
They walk in, slowly, using night vision to film a run down
bar area with dusty fixtures.
TODD DIESEL
This place is a shit hole.
TAD BALLZ
Jesus! How many times do I have to
remind you that we're live!
TODD DIESEL
Chill out, Bro!
BO BROSKI
Yeh, Bro! Chill!
TAD BALLZ
Sorry Bros, you're right. I'm just
feeling some odd sensations.
BO BROSKI
Should we set up the Bro-caster in
here?
TAD BALLZ
No, this isn't the G spot.

3.
BOTH BO & TODD
"G SPOT!?!"
TAD BALLZ
Yeah, "The Ghost Spot?" Get your heads
out of the gutter already!
BOTH BO & TODD
Sorry.
TAD BALLZ
We'll have to keep exploring to find
the G spot.
BOTH BO & TODD
Hehe...that's what she said.
TAD BALLZ
I hate you both.
They walk slowly through a small hallway and Tad begins to
notice a cloud of mist forming around them.
TAD BALLZ
Oh my God, bros! Look at this! This
mist must be a spirit trying to
communicate with us!
Bo begins coughing and Tad turns around to see him hitting
his over sized vape pen & gives him a long disapproving
glare.
BO BROSKI
What?!? It's medicinal! (Cough)
TAD BALLZ
You're going to need a lot more
medicine if you don't cut it out! Now
pull it together! We're looking for
the secret tunnel they used to bring
in the high profile customers. That's
where the most activity will be.
They walk a bit longer then find the entrance to the tunnel.
TODD DIESEL
Look over here, Bros! I think I found
it!

4.

TAD BALLZ
Hell yeah, Bro! That's definitely it!
It's almost time for the
"Manifestivities!"
They all triple high five then enter the tunnel.
TAD BALLZ
Let's try out the "Bro-caster" now.
Tad pulls out an awkward machine, turns it on & sounds of
static blare out.
TAD BALLZ
Is there any spirits here with us
tonight?
GHOST
(faintly) Yessss
BOTH BO & TODD
Whoa!!!
TAD BALLZ
Shhh! How many ghosts are there?
GHOST
69.
BOTH BO & TODD
Noice!
TAD BALLZ
Do you have a message for us?
GHOST
Go deeper.
BOTH BO & TODD
That's what she said! Jinx! You owe me
a coke! Hehehe
TAD BALLZ
Bros! Can't you be serious for one
minute? We're communicating with
actual paranormal beings!
BOTH BO & TODD
Sorry.

5.
TAD BALLZ
Obviously they want us to go farther
into the tunnel but we'll have to be
extra careful because this is a
crumbling, concaved hole that could
fall on us at any given moment.
TODD DIESEL
Sounds like your mom, Bo.
BO BROSKI
Shut up, Todd!
Bo shoves Todd into the wall causing debris to fall around
them blocking the entrance of the tunnel.
TAD BALLZ
What the hell, guys! I just finished
saying how unsafe it was in here! Now
we're trapped!
TODD DIESEL
Can we not go out the other side?!?
Bo stares at the floor with shock.
BO BROSKI
Guys? I think we are on the other
side.
Tad & Todd look down to see their bodies crushed under the
debris.
ALL
Bro!
SINGER
GHOST BROS! GHOST BROS! YEAAAHHH!!!

